Why Hyperautomation
Has Become a Condition
of Survival for Modern
Organizations

“Adopting an automation-first mindset
drives down costs, improves customer
and employee experience, and delivers
an edge in a digital world.”
– Art Harrison, Co-Founder, Daylight
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As organizations are forced to fast track their digital
transformation plans following COVID-19, they will
require more IT and business process automation—
shifting hyperautomation from an option to a
necessity. Read on to learn about the key elements
of the hyperautomation framework, and how the right
combination of technologies supports end-to-end
automation at scale.
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Hyperautomation
[ˈhī-pər ȯ-tə-ˈmā-shən] noun

Hyperautomation involves
the disciplined use of relevant
technologies to automate all
business processes that can or
should be automated.

What is Hyperautomation
and Who Benefits?
Automation isn’t new. Since the advent of the Industrial Revolution, organizations have been looking for
ways to streamline repetitive work to increase efficiencies and reduce costs, traditionally in mechanized
production lines. Hyperautomation is based on similar ideals, with a few key differences.
Hyperautomation is rooted in modern digital technologies, primarily robotic process automation (RPA),
versus the pulleys and winches of old. At its core, hyperautomation is a framework that governs how
organizations conduct their processes to support an automation-first mindset. Unlike traditional automation
where a machine replaces a human worker, hyperautomation restores humanity to business by:
1

Freeing up knowledge workers from the grind of repetitive work

2

Delivering timely, contextual data to enable workers to perform their jobs and better serve customers

3

Allowing workers to focus on tasks that are more meaningful to them and the organization

4

Providing personalized and customer-centric experiences

Hyperautomation isn’t a single technology or solution; it’s a confluence
of technologies that can all be delivered and monetized with great speed
and agility to drive end-to-end automation.
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The speed and agility components of hyperautomation are arguably the most compelling. Instead

quickly and cost-effectively. A few examples of hyperautomation-enabling technologies include:

Artificial intelligence (AI)

Machine learning (ML)

Process mining

Low-code solutions
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Task
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of requiring significant time and resources to respond to the evolving needs of the organization,

Augmentation

Process discovery
You can think of each of these tools as a piece of the larger hyperautomation puzzle. Some of
these technologies may represent a single puzzle piece, while others make up a larger portion
of the picture.

Efficiency

Task Automation

Process Automation

Augmentation

• Integrated Platform as a Service (iPaaS)

• Low-Code Application Platform (LCAP)

• Conversational AI

• Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

• Business Process Automation (BPA), Intelligent
Business Management Suites (IBPMS)

• Intelligent Document Processing (IDP)

• Content Service Platform (CSP)

• Machine Learning (ML), Natural Language
Processing (NLP)

• Decision Management Suites (DMS)

• Process Mining
• Task Mining
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Take low-code solutions, for example. This technology acts as a hyperautomation enabler by
complementing task-automation technologies like RPA. The right low-code platform ensures that the
front-end of the customer journey is optimized and easy to navigate so that, down the line, the RPA
solution can leverage structured data to scale task automation.

Low-code process automation also augments legacy technology,
allowing organizations to align their technology and processes with
their hyperautomation goals, without the need to rip and replace
their current systems.
The term “intelligent automation” or alternatively “intelligent process automation” (IPA) is often used
interchangeably to describe end-to-end automation. Like hyperautomation, IPA refers to a collection
of technologies designed to automate business processes using a combination of AI, RPA, and
other tools. However you define it, one thing’s for certain:

Adopting an automation-first mindset can drastically drive down
costs, improve customer and employee experience, and give
organizations a competitive edge.
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Everyone except an organizations’ competitors benefits from
hyperautomation:
Employees get timely and relevant data, so they can reduce
repetitive work and better serve customers.
Customers benefit through an intuitive digital experience with
personalized self-service options.
Business leaders benefit by reducing costs and adapting to
evolving organizational needs with great speed and agility, without
creating workarounds.
Clearly, organizations are deriving real, tangible value from
hyperautomation. However, without a collection of hyperautomationenabling technologies that work together harmoniously, organizations
will trade speed and agility for costly solutions that quickly become out of
sync with the needs of the organization.

Through redesigned operational processes and
hyperautomation technologies, organizations will
be able to lower costs by 30% by 2024.1
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Accelerating Digital
Business Initiatives
In a digital-first world, organizations will require more business
process and IT automation as they are forced to fast track their digital
transformation plans.
In fact, 69%3 of organizations have accelerated their digital business
initiatives following COVID-19, and the ones who will succeed are those
who embrace hyperautomation: for example, a leading North American
pharmacy chain.
To administer flu vaccines in a safe and efficient manner, the organization
knew it needed to rethink its pen-and-paper flu shot process. Prior to
adopting Daylight’s low-code process automation platform:
Each patient would need to visit a pharmacy and fill out a paper
form with their personal health information before receiving
their shot.

As an alternative to this error-prone, face-to-face process, Daylight
deployed a personalized digital journey that allows patients to pre-screen
and register at home from their smartphone, laptop, or PC. By adopting a
low-code process automation solution, the pharmacy was able to improve
patient safety and:
1

Digitize the entire flu shot process in just two weeks.

2

Deploy a nationwide COVID-19 vaccination program.

3

Reduce pharmacist interaction from 20-60 minutes per patient
to 0 minutes for a range of processes.

With Daylight, the pharmacy chain was able to improve patient safety,
free up pharmacists to focus on higher value tasks, and address pressing
organizational and societal needs with great speed and agility. At a time
when the business landscape is constantly shifting, this level of agility is a
key differentiator.

The pharmacist would then need to interpret that handwritten
data.

“Hyperautomation has shifted from

The pharmacist would then input the patients’ data into the
company’s EMR system, a CRM system that holds patients’
medical history and personal data.

– Fabrizio Biscotti, Gartner Research VP2

an option to a condition of survival.”

Get the case study to learn more.
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How Low-Code Process Automation
Technology Supports Hyperautomation
There are several technologies that support end-to-end automation, but one is a key hyperautomation
enabler: low-code process automation technology.
At its core, hyperautomation is about rapid monetization, agility, and speed. With low-code process
automation technology, organizations can achieve this agility and rapidly move development projects
from IT to business teams, without the need to rip and replace existing technology, pay high upfront fees,
or burden IT.
The right low-code solution enables rapid, end-to-end automation and:
• Paperless data capture

• Process mapping

• Decision automation

• Workflow design

• UI and UX creation

• A personalized digital CX

• Seamless integrations

(building and automation)

“Last year, Gartner forecasted that three-quarters of large enterprises
would use at least four low-code development tools by 2024.”
– Fahmida Rashid, Venture Beat
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For BMO Financial Group (BMO), a top North American bank, these

Beyond RPA, low-code solutions can also augment optical character

capabilities allowed the organization to build an end-to-end digital

recognition (OCR) and AI technologies.

experience for their commercial credit card process in just two weeks.
With Daylight’s low-code process automation solution, the bank executed

OCR is a technology that converts typed, printed, or handwritten text

on a key digital business initiative with far greater speed and agility than a

into machine-encoded text that can be readily searched and recognized.

costly vendor solution could deliver. As a result, they were able to:

However, OCR doesn’t correct mistakes when data is ingested; it simply
reads what the user submits—errors and all.

• Go live with a new small business credit card experience in just 2-3 weeks.
• Build a personalized digital journey for small business clients,
without complex coding or maintenance.
• Process small business credit card applications in just 1-2 days vs. 7-9 days.
• Increase small business credit card applications by 300% and reduce
application errors by 90%.
Get the case study to learn more.

“The Daylight team was great to work
with—nimble, professional, able
to adjust content in real time. They
helped make the launch of our new
products a huge success.”

If BMO relied on OCR to recognize the text and images within its
scanned-in paper applications, the experience would still be slow
and frustrating, and the bank’s data would still be riddled with errors.
If BMO used that error-filled data as the basis for their automations,
the inaccuracies would ripple out far beyond that one process alone.
With Daylight, BMO can now automatically verify the information
that customers key in on the online application, ensuring the input is
accurate and complete every time.

With the right low-code solution, organizations
eliminate manual steps and human error and
gain high-quality “fuel” to drive their automation
technologies.

– Adrian Lang, Head of Operations and
Small Business Solutions, BMO
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Gone are the days of costly vendor solutions that can’t keep pace
with the evolving needs of the organization. By adopting the right
combination of hyperautomation-enabling technologies, organizations
gain the speed, agility, and cost-effectiveness they need to better serve
customers and remain relevant. In a digitally driven, post-COVID world,
these are the conditions of survival.
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Daylight enables companies to digitize and automate more of their
business by simplifying how they create experiences that collect and
deliver data. With our low-code process automation platform, teams
can quickly build personalized self-service touchpoints and digitize
document-centric workflows in harmony with the organization’s
IT landscape.
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